BENEFITS

Utility Billing

Manage billing more effectively
Quickly and accurately set up and track
utility billing information for your clients.
with minimal effort using multiple
features and powerful reports.

Improve financial management by integrating your Utility Billing from within
Dynamics SL.
UTILITY BILLING simplifies the process of creating, viewing and editing Utility
Billing and customer information

Save time and money
Record Power and Water Meter
readings, garbage, sewage , taxes and
much more all in one system.
Integrates seamlessly with the
accounting system to reduce data entry.
Put your information to work
Easily make changes to your meter
readings and billing as well as capture
necessary data for reporting purposes
while performing billing functions.
Find the information you need
Access the data you need with an
intuitive graphical user interface exactly
like the standard Dynamics SL interface.
Print reports using Crystal reports and
the standard Dynamics SL report
interface.

Import Meter Readings or enter them manually for utility billing.

Make Billing easy
Import meter readings, identify
Discrepancies, print reports and complete billing all from one screen.
Integrate powerfully
Empower your business by combining
Utility Billing with other Microsoft
Dynamics modules, ensuring accuracy
while reducing redundant data entry.

Verify and Process Billing all from one screen!

Easy Billing Setup

Customer Information

Meter Readings

Track Discrepancies

Create and manage an unlimited number of Billing fee codes, with minimums,
surcharges and rates..

Track and view fees and information for customers including meter
information, meter readings, detailed payment history, cut-offs, penalties
and more.
Import meter readings from outside sources or key them in manually. Easy to
use graphical interface makes pulling in meter data easy.

Discrepancy reports show you customers with missing readings, or those under
or over their average usage. Helps to track down meter malfunctions and theft!

Billing & Payments

Billing Hub allows you to import your data, identify and correct discrepancies,
preview, print and post billings all from one easy to use screen. Easily apply
payments from customers to both Utility, Tax and License fees all in one
screen.

Penalties and Cutoffs

Assess late penalties to clients who have paid late. Special options for exempting
clients if necessary to make your job easier. Cut-off reports by route to allow your
employees to know who needs to be turned off..

Work Orders

Reporting Capabilities

Integration

Work orders to allow for service requests from clients to be tracked including
status reports.

Reports include Meter History, Billing History or Payment History for clients.
Track Deposits by client as well as Receivables aging. Reports for daily
payment receipts and invoices and many more.
Automatically updates Receivables/General Ledger with invoices, fees and
payments. Integrates with Bank Reconciliation for easy reconciliation of payments.

